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Abstract 

Until recently, post-transcriptional modifications of RNA were largely restricted to non-coding RNA 

species. However, this belief seems to have quickly dissipated with the growing number of new 

modifications found in mRNA that were originally thought to be primarily tRNA-specific, such as 

dihydrouridine. Recently, transcriptomic profiling, metabolic labeling, and proteomics have identified 

unexpected dihydrouridylation of mRNAs, greatly expanding the catalog of novel mRNA 

modifications. These data also implicated dihydrouridylation in meiotic chromosome segregation, 

protein translation rates and cell proliferation. Dihydrouridylation of tRNAs and mRNAs are 

introduced by flavin-dependent dihydrouridine synthases. In this review, we will briefly outline the 

current knowledge on the distribution of dihydrouridines in the transcriptome, their chemical 

labeling, and highlight structural and mechanistic aspects regarding the dihydrouridine synthases 

enzyme family. A special emphasis on important research directions to be addressed will also be 

discussed. This new entry of dihydrouridine into mRNA modifications has definitely added a new 

layer of information that controls protein synthesis. 
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Keywords 

tRNA: transfer RNA is an adaptor molecule typically composed of around 76 nucleotides that serves 
as a physical link between mRNA and the amino acid sequence of proteins. The tRNA performs this 
function by transporting an amino acid to the ribosome where it pairs via its anticodon to the codon 
of an mRNA. 

mRNA: messenger ribonucleic acid is a single-stranded molecule of RNA that corresponds to the 
genetic sequence of a gene, and is read by the ribosome machinery during the translation process. 

rRNA: ribosomal ribonucleic acid is non-coding RNA found as the primary component of ribosomes. 
rRNA allows tRNA and mRNA to process and translate the latter into proteins. 

RNA modifications: chemically modified nucleotides found in mature RNA species. The modifications 
are specifically catalyzed by enzymes after transcription and are one of the maturation steps leading 
to functional RNAs. 

Epitranscriptome: all functionally relevant biochemical modifications of the RNAs (the 
transcriptome) within a cell.  

Dihydrouridine: One of the most abundant modifications of the transcriptome. This base is formed 
by the reduction of uridine and is therefore non-aromatic. 

Dihydrouridine synthases: A family of flavoenzymes using flavin as a coenzyme and NADPH as a 
reductant to catalyze the dihydrouridylation (dihydrouridine synthesis) of tRNAs and mRNAs. 

Flavin: flavin is a redox-active organic coenzyme associated with various enzymes (flavoenzyme).  
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Introduction 

 Many canonical nucleotide residues found in RNA polymers undergo extensive chemical 

modifications after the transcriptional step catalyzed by a wide variety of enzymes called "RNA 

modifying enzymes" (1). These post-transcriptional modifications are part of the complex maturation 

processes that eventually generate functional RNA molecules. Seventy years ago, pseudouridine (Ψ), 

also called the "fifth nucleotide" of RNA, was discovered (2). This modified base has since proven to 

be one of the most abundant modifications in the transcriptome. Today, more than 170 distinct 

chemical modifications have been identified and their number is still steadily climbing.  Modifications 

are widely distributed among different types of RNA, including transfer RNA (tRNA), ribosomal RNA 

(rRNA), long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) and messenger RNA (mRNA) (1). After having been the realm 

of specialists for many years, enthusiasm for this field of research has been rekindled as more RNA 

modifications are shown to have essential biological roles, particularly in regulating gene expression 

(3). The understanding that some of RNA modifications (at least m6A (4), and, probably m1A, m3C, 

m1G and m22G ((5), (6), (7), (8))) may be removed by carbon oxidation and thus reversible and 

respond to environmental changes have revived a renewed interest in the discovery of their 

biological functions (9). Most of the modified bases identified to date have been in tRNA and rRNA, 

however, rapid advances in the field notably with new developments in the accurate detection and 

quantification of these epitranscriptomic marks, combined with the ability to detect low-content 

RNA modifications, have expanded the list of such modifications in mRNA (10). Although, detecting 

RNA modifications remains a challenging task, these technical advances, particularly with the 

availability of much more specific labeling, have allowed to establish the patterns of distribution of 

these modifications at the level of the whole transcriptome. On the other hand, many aspects of the 

enzymology and structural biology of RNA-modifying enzymes, which provide the molecular basis 

underlying the biogenesis of these modifications, are still lagging far behind.  
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 Because tRNAs are the most heavily modified RNA molecules, their study has provided the 

core of our understanding of the RNA modification machinery and progressively revealed  the 

functions of many RNA modifications in recent years (11-16). Most RNA modifications have a fairly 

simple chemical nature and often involve methylation, isomerization, reduction, or deamination 

reactions. For example, 5-methyluridine (m5U), pseudouridine (Ψ), 1-methyladenosine (m1A), 

dihydrouridine (D), or 2'-O-methylguanosine (Gm) (Figure 1) are often observed in loop regions of 

tRNAs and rRNAs. Evolutionarily conserved enzymes typically catalyze the biosynthesis of these 

classes of modified nucleosides, whose position and identity are conserved in the majority of these 

RNA species. Others may have a very complex chemical nature but they are usually found in the 

anticodon loop of tRNAs. They facilitate or prevent interactions with amino-acyl-tRNA synthetases, 

translation factors and they allow a precise decoding of mRNAs on the ribosome via accurate 

codon/anticodon interactions (17). This second category represents hypermodified bases and their 

biosynthesis often involves many enzymatic steps, sometimes within protein complexes. In mRNA, 

only simple modifications have been identified to date (Figure 1) and their functions are slowly being 

deciphered. Modifications in mRNA (N6-methyladenosine (m6A), 5-methylcytidine (m5C), 

pseudouridine (Ψ), inosine (I), N1-methyladenosine (m1A) and 7-methylguanosine (m7G) N4-

acetylcytidine (ac4C)), play important structural roles and are involved in RNA stability (directly or 

indirectly), and also found to regulate several mRNA cell cycle processes like mRNA export,  splicing 

and translation (4, 16, 18-21).  The role of m6A on RNA stability depends on the m6A binding 

proteins. The general belief is that m6A on mRNA promotes RNA degradation. However, when m6A 

is recognized by IGF2BP proteins, the mRNA is stabilized (22). Recently, D, one of the most abundant 

modified bases in tRNAs, that gave its name to tRNA’s D-loop structure, has just entered the world of 

mRNA modifications with important physiological roles in cell growth (23, 24). In this review, we 

attempt to summarize the current knowledge about the distribution/frequencies of D modification in 

the transcriptome, the chemical labeling tools used to detect D, the enzymology of D formation as 

well as the relevance of these modifications in translation and cancer biology. In addition to the 
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already existing structural information on Dus proteins, we also present the first accurate structural 

models of human enzymes catalyzing RNA dihydrouridylation obtained by AlphaFold. The accuracy of 

the 3D models can be found at https://alphafold.ebi.ac.uk/. All these structural elements serve as a 

solid basis to discuss some important aspects related to the functional involvement of these proteins 

in epitranscriptomic under normal and pathological cellular states.  

Structural versus chemical properties of dihydrouridine and quantitative approaches  

D is one of the most conserved and abundant modified bases in the transcriptome, second 

only after pseudouridine, primarily due to its high presence in tRNAs. The D content in tRNAs seems 

to correlate with the growth temperature, since at high growth temperatures D ring undergoes 

hydrolysis (25). Thus, the highest tRNA D-content is observed in psychrophilic organisms, where 40-

70% more of D was found, compared to mesophilic bacteria, while much lower D-content was found 

in hyperthermophiles (26-28). D is formed by the reduction of the C5-C6 double bond of the 

pyrimidine ring of uridine leading to a saturated base (Figure 1), a unique feature found to date in 

nucleic acids. We will see below that this property, which distinguishes it from other modifications, 

gives it unique physicochemical and structural properties, which can be judiciously exploited for 

analytical purposes. Initially discovered in tRNAs by Holley's group in the mid-1960s (29), this 

modified base was later observed in much lower abundance in rRNAs and some long non-coding 

RNAs. Early studies by Bonner had shown that D can also be found in histone-associated RNAs in 

plants and mammals (30), albeit without localization data. The very recent and independent studies 

of Dai et al. (23) and Finet et al. (24) using two different approaches came to the same conclusion, 

namely the presence of D in mRNAs. We now know that it is more than likely that the distribution of 

D in the transcriptome is broader than expected. 

Structural properties of dihydrouridine  

The peculiar structural properties of D-nucleoside were defined early on from the crystallographic 

structure of free D hemihydrate (31) and the first structures of mature tRNAs isolated from S. 
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cerevisiae (32-35) (Figure 2), while NMR studies on D-containing oligonucleotides have provided 

important information regarding the dynamical attributes that this modified base plays on RNA (36-

38). These structures reveal the lack of planarity of the D heterocycle and a shift of carbons C5 and 

C6 to opposite sides of the plane formed by positions N1, C2, N3 and C4, resulting in a half-chair 

conformation (Figure 2, zoom on D sites). This has notable structural consequences, among them D 

cannot participate in stacking interactions with neighboring aromatic bases. Moreover, the presence 

of a CH2 in place of a CH increases the electronic volume of the base thus promoting the inherently 

flexible C2′-endo conformation of its ribose. To date, this modification is the only one known to favor 

such a conformation whereas others RNA modifications such as 2’-O-ribose methylation (39), 2-

thiolation of ribothymidine(40), and pseudouridylation(41) rather favor the C3'-endo conformation 

observed in A-type RNA helix, conferring stability to the RNA by reinforcing base stacking (14). Thus, 

these structural properties of D, and in particular the C2'-endo conformation of the sugar, locally 

affect the RNA structure by introducing functionally important local flexibility. This dynamic property 

will have different consequences depending on whether the RNA has a particular structure or not. 

Indeed, this increased local flexibility mediated by D may facilitate formation of interactions between 

neighboring tertiary bases in the critical tRNA elbow region. In fact, this region, formed by the kissing 

between the D and TC loops, involves several critical interactions that are highly conserved in 

cytosolic tRNAs, including the Hoogsteen-reverse base pair T54-A58, the interloop base pairs G18-

55, G19-C56, and the stack of four mutually interspersed purine bases, A58-G18-A/G57-G19 (Figure 

2). The decrease in melting temperature of E. coli tRNAs observed in the absence of dihydrouridine 

(42) could well be explained by the loss of flexibility of the D-loop required to accommodate these 

tertiary interactions essential for the maintenance of the tRNA 3D structure. In the course of their 

investigation on siRNA, Sipa et al. evaluated the thermodynamic stability and gene silencing activity 

of a series of nucleobase-modified RNA duplexes containing modified bases nucleosides, including D 

(43). Unlike tRNA, RNA duplexes lack tertiary structures and rather show a decrease in melting 

temperature when a D unit is present in their central part. Again, this effect can obviously be 
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attributed to the destabilizing effect of a D nucleobase on the C3′-endo sugar conformation and its 

nonplanar nature that disrupts stacking interactions with neighboring nucleobases. These negative 

effects of D on duplex formation are likely the driving force for the modified D arm to exclusively 

adopt the hairpin conformation in solution. Moving in that direction, Dyubankova et al. performed an 

NMR study to understand the role of dihydrouridine modification on a 15-nucleotides long D-arm of 

a S. pombe tRNAi
Met mimetic. While the unmodified oligonucleotide adopts several undefined 

conformations that interchange rapidly in solution, the presence of D triggers a hairpin folding with a 

stable stem and a flexible loop region (37). Although the structural role of D in mRNAs has not yet 

been investigated, based on the studies we have cited above, it is likely that this base may also serve 

some regions to adopt a hairpin structure or perhaps to prevent alternative RNA structures in the 

cell.  

Dihydrouridine labelling and detection  

The study of modifications and their biosynthesis requires the development of tools allowing 

their accurate detection and quantification. Initially, modified nucleosides including D were identified 

solely on the basis of their chromatographic mobility involving 32P and/or 14C labeling, 2D-

electrophoresis combined with thin layer chromatography or anion exchange chromatography and 

HPLC analysis (44). However, these methods suffer from low specificity and reproducibility and 

identification becomes problematic as the number of modifications or the length of the RNA chain 

increases. In contrast, analysis of oligonucleoside fragments by mass spectrometry generated by 

treatment of the RNA polymer with RNAse has proven to be a much better technique for analysis of 

post-transcriptional modifications, as almost all modifications produce a change in the mass of 

canonical nucleosides (10, 45-48). In the case of dihydrouridine an m/z + 2 is expected as compared 

to an unmodified uridine. In that respect, we have successfully applied such a methodology to 

determine the specificity of Dus enzymes from Escherichia coli and that of Mycoplasma capricolum 

(see below), but also to determine the specificity of other RNA-modifying enzymes including m5U 
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methyltransferases (49, 50) and TrmI from Pyrococcus abyssi, which catalyzes the sequential double 

methylation of A57-A58 to m1A57-m1A58 (51-53). However, although this technique allows accurate 

identification of modifications, it does not have the ability to map all D sites in the transcriptome of a 

given organism on a large scale and in a single shot. Newer detection and quantitative assessment 

methods that examine RNA modifications on a larger scale, such as in tissues or whole cells, are 

sequencing methods that target a subset of RNA modifications open to detection by reverse 

transcription (generally coupled with selective chemical treatment), yet with many limitations. 

 Beyond its structural properties, the saturation of the C5-C6 bond of D offers interesting 

consequences on its chemical reactivity, which have been judiciously exploited for RNA labeling and 

D-site mapping. Earlier works showed that under moderate alkaline hydrolysis, the dihydrouracil 

undergoes a ring opening via hydrolysis of the N3-C4 bond (54, 55). This reaction produces a β-

ureidopropionic acid adduct, which is thought to lose base-pairing ability and generates primer 

extension arrest at D sites. Xing et al. successfully applied this procedure to map dihydrouridine 

modification sites of several cytoplasmic tRNAs from yeast with the 5' end 32P radio-labeled primer 

extension technique using a primer complementary to the 3′-end region of tRNAs(56). Alternatively, 

the heterocyclic ring of D can also be subjected to reductive cleavage by sodium borohydride (NaBH4) 

under alkaline conditions, yielding in this case a 3-ureidopropanol bound to the ribose C-1′ position 

(57) (Figure 3). Interestingly, Zachau and his coworkers and others demonstrated that several R-NH2 

compounds (e.g., amines, hydrazines, hydrazides) could, in principle, be used to replace 3-

ureidopropanol within tRNA (58-60), which opened up an efficient pathway for tRNA labeling as well 

as applications for sequencing purposes (Figure 3). For instance, in studies of tRNA–ribosome 

interactions, this approach has been used to label tRNA at the D-site by fluorophores bearing a 

primary amino group such as proflavin or rhodamine 110 (61). Fluorescent-labeled tRNAs have been 

used extensively to provide mechanistic insights into in vitro protein synthesis and protein synthesis 

within intact cells.  
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A conceptually similar approach consisting in producing an abasic site but this time for broad 

sequencing purposes and detection of certain modifications including D in RNA fragments from 

tRNAs or rRNAs has been recently developed (62). This new approach, termed AlkAniline-Seq, can 

map abasic sites and modified nucleotides in successive treatments that combine: i) alkaline 

hydrolysis of RNA at high temperatures, ii) extensive 5′- and 3′-dephosphorylation, and iii) aniline-

dependent cleavage of the sugar moiety and subsequent formation of RNA abasic sites. This 

methodology enables simultaneous detection of 7-methylguanosine (m7G), 3-methylcytidine (m3C), 

and D in RNA at single nucleotide resolution. It should be noted, however, that the AlkAniline-Seq 

signal intensity is considerably lower for D than for m7G and m3C, which is most likely due to the fact 

that reduction of uridine at many potential D-sites is often partial.  

In their quest to understand the mechanisms of fluorescent labeling of D in tRNA, Kaur et al. 

showed that D is converted to tetrahydrouridine in the presence of a large excess of NaBH4 under 

acidic conditions and in a second step, its C4 hydroxyl group is replaced by benzohydrazide via 

nucleophilic substitution ultimately producing a covalent adduct with the base (63). Finet et al. have 

recently developed a Rho-seq integrated pipeline, based on a concept similar to that described by 

Kaur, but with a variation involving the replacement of the hydrazide nucleophile with rhodamine 

(Rho), for the purpose of transcription-wide mapping of D (24). This approach is expected to produce 

an irreversible RNA-base-Rho adduct primarily at D sites, providing a specific labeling for this 

modification (Figure 3). The presence of a bulky rhodamine moiety produces a specific and clear stop 

during reverse transcription at the predicted D-sites in tRNAs validating the specificity of this 

experimental procedure. Application of this Rho-seq to the E. coli, Schizosaccharomyces pombe and 

human transcriptome showed (i) the absence of D in E. coli mRNAs while the expected D2449 in 23S 

rRNA as well as D in tRNAs were detected, (ii) the absence of D in S. pombe yeast rRNA as expected, 

(iii) established of D distribution in tRNAs and, (iv) led to the discovery of D in mRNAs (see below). 

Distribution of dihydrouridine in the transcriptome  
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Location and frequencies of dihydrouridine residues in non-coding RNAs  

The study of tRNAs has revealed some interesting paradigm by which D influences the RNA 

structure/function relationship, although this modification was long neglected compared to other 

modifications such as pseudouridine for example. D is often found in multiple locations in bacterial 

and eukaryotic tRNAs and its abundance varies with both the organism and the type of tRNA (1). For 

example, there are up to five positions where D can be found in prokaryotes (Figure 4A), most 

frequently at positions 16, 17, 20, and 20a, all of which are located in the "D loop", and at position 47 

in the variable loop (V loop), however, the latter has so far been observed in only one Bacillus subtilis 

tRNA, tRNAMet
CAU. In eukaryotes, D is in general more abundant than in prokaryotes, since D is 

observed in no less than six different sites, five of which are in the D-loop (D16, D17, D20, D20a, and 

D20b) and one is in the variable loop (D47) (Figure 4A). This persistent presence of D at these 

positions in so many different organisms reveals the evolutionary importance of the modification and 

alteration sites. Beyond these “D-canonical positions”, D can also locate at other positions such as 14, 

17a, and 21 in D loops and at position 48 in the variable arm, but all of these cases are exceptional 

(see below). An accurate picture of D-distribution in tRNAs can be obtained from Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae since they have all been sequenced. These can be viewed in MODOMICS 

(http://genesilico.pl/modomics), a database of RNA modifications that provides comprehensive 

information concerning the location of modified residues in RNA sequences (1). Interestingly, all 

uridine residues in yeast tRNAs at positions 16, 17, 20, 20a and 20b in the D-loop can be converted to 

dihydrouridine, which may be a consequence of the high solvent accessibility observed for all 

dihydrouridine-modified positions as evidenced from the crystal structures of three well known yeast 

tRNAs, namely tRNAPhe, tRNAAsp, and tRNAMet
i (32-35)(see Figure 2). To take this analysis a step 

further, we examined the modification pattern of D sites in all cytosolic tRNA sequences from single 

cells of fungi and metazoa that are available in RNA databases i.e. 173 sequences from 22 species. 

The observation is again consistent with the fact that uridines at positions 16, 17, 20, 20a, 20b, and 

47 are predominantly modified to D (Table 1). Dihydrouridine is also present in mitochondrial and 
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plastid tRNAs, but is less frequent there, leaving many uridines unmodified (124 mt-tRNA sequences 

from 18 species, see Table 1). A comprehensive analysis performed on the bovine mt-tRNAs 

identified 15 types of modified nucleosides distributed over 7.5% of all mt-tRNA bases (64). Although 

post-transcriptional modifications in mt-tRNAs are less abundant than in cytosolic tRNAs, their 

biogenesis requires a large panel of specialized enzymes, some exclusively dedicated to function in 

mitochondria (65). Among the D residues, those at positions 16 and 20 seem to be the most 

widespread modifications in eukaryotic tRNAs, whether cytosolic or mitochondrial. Indeed, a recent 

transcriptome-wide D mapping using the Rho-seq method was able to confirm this in S. pombe (24). 

Among the 228 modified positions identified on 141 S. pombe tRNAs, 98.7% of the identified D-sites 

were located within the D-loop, with the most prevalent positions being the expected D16 and D20. 

 tRNAs can often harbor doubly modified bases such as m2
2G26, cmnm5s2U54, m1I or even 

ms2i6A, for example, and Table 1 shows that D is no exception to this rule. Starting with a simple 

modification, additional modifications can quickly lead to a hypermodified base. In search of new 

modifications, Krog et al. identified, by MS analysis of Trypanosoma brucei tRNALys
UUU digestion 

fragments, a new D-derivative, namely 3-(3-amino-3-carboxypropyl)-5,6-dihydrouridine (acp3D) at 

position 47 (66)(Figure 1). Interestingly, a pattern, with dihydrouridylation and/or acp3 modification 

of various tRNA species seems to exist; however, how these modifications are introduced remains 

unclear. The fact that we find uridines bearing only an acp3 group such as acp3U47 may suggest that 

the biosynthetic reaction-giving rise to acp3D takes place in a particular order where reduction would 

occur as the last step even if we cannot rule out that the reduction occurs first. In fact, both types of 

scenarios can be encountered in the biosynthesis of modified bases. For instance, a sequential 

synthesis of ms2i6A37 is observed where the initial grafting of an isopentenyl by MiaA is essential to 

allow the second enzyme MiaB to introduce a thiomethyl group on the C2 of A37 (67, 68). Stepwise 

modification also extends to the case of m1I biosynthesis. After the conversion of A37 to I37 by 

ADAT1, SAM-dependent Trm5, also known for its ability to synthetize m1G37, methylates directly the 

inosine N1 nitrogen (69-72). In archaea, a SAM-dependent TrmI enzyme first methylates A57 before 
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it becomes a substrate for deamination to inosine (73) by a yet unidentified deaminase. The C32 in 

the anticodon loop of T. brucei tRNAThr is methylated to 3-methylcytosine (m3C) by Trm140 as a pre-

requisite for C-to-U deamination by the deaminase ADAT2/3 (74). The introduction of stepwise 

modifications at positions 34 and 37 in the anti-codon loop is frequently observed and is attributed 

to the fact that the first modification acts as an additional recognition determinant for subsequent 

modifying enzymes (75). Cases where the order does not matter are also found, such as in 

cmnm5s2U54 biosynthesis, where the C2 thiolation can occur before or after C5-U54 carboxyamino-

methylation (76).  

Table 1. Dihydrouridine modification profile for tRNA sequences from cytosol and mitochondria. x 

before U means that the uridine is modified by an unidentified chemical group. 

Cytosolic tRNAs  

Positions modifications Frequency of occurrence 

16 D/U 123/25 

17 D/U 39/0 

20 acp3U/D/U 4/118/11 

20a acp3U/D//xU/U 6/64/2/2/2 

20b acp3U/D//U 8/6/2 

47 D/xU/U  83/1/16 

Mitochondrial tRNAs 

14 D/U 1/3 

16 D/U 27/21 

17 D/U 8/19 

17a D/U 2/5 

20 D/U 49/9 

20a D/U 7/9 
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47 acp3U/D/U 3/3/24 

48 D/U 1/59 

 

D is not abundant in rRNA, however, unlike tRNAs, the number of sequenced rRNAs remains 

low. D has so far only been observed at a single location, 2449, in the central loop of domain V in E. 

coli 23 S rRNA (77), two positions, 2449 and 2500, in 23S rRNA of Clostridium sporogenes (78)(Figure 

4B), and one position, 1211 or 1212, in 16S rRNA of Clostridium acetobutylicum, but the exact 

location remains unclear (79). D has not been detected in other bacterial rRNAs, nor in any of the 

eukaryotic rRNAs sequenced to date. Interestingly, in 23S rRNA of C. sporogenes, D2449 was found to 

be methylated at the C5 atom to give m5D2449(78). Again, it is not known if there is a particular 

order in the m5D biosynthetic pathway. Is m5U formed first and then reduced to m5D or is 

dihydrouridine formed first and then its C5 is methylated? This last scenario is unprecedented so far 

but deserves further investigation. The enzyme(s) responsible for m5D biosynthesis remain presently 

unknown.  

Presence of dihydrouridine in eukaryotic mRNAs 

The first reports on chemical modifications in mRNAs date back to the 1970s, when 

development of poly(A) tail purification techniques made possible preparation of sufficiently 

enriched mRNAs, reducing eventual contamination by other abundant RNA species such as tRNA or 

rRNA. These studies revealed the presence of three in situ modifications, namely m6A, m5C, and Gm 

(Figure 1) (16). In recent years, many other modifications have been added to the mRNA repertoire 

such as pseudouridine (80, 81), m1A (82) and ac4C (83, 84) (Figure 1). Very recently, large 

transcriptome analysis discovered D in S. pombe and human mRNAs, however no trace of this 

modification was detected in bacterial mRNAs (23, 24). D is distributed predominantly in the coding 

regions of conserved genes, supporting a biologically relevant function of dihydrouridylation, which 

may as well be a general feature of eukaryotic mRNAs. The methodologies and strategies that led to 
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mapping the D sites in the transcriptomes have been discussed in the preceding sections. Of the total 

D sites detected (372 sites) in the S. pombe transcriptome, 38% and 61% are found in mRNA and 

tRNA, respectively (Figure 4C). Of the 125 D-containing mRNAs in S. pombe, 87% have a single 

putative D, whereas only two mRNAs (encoding non-classical export protein and alanine-tRNA ligase) 

carry at least three distinct D sites (Figure 4D). In colon human cells (HCT116), 112 D-sites within 

mRNAs were also identified. The total D content in mRNAs, however, appears to be relatively low 

compared with that observed for other modifications. The exact numbers of modified residues vary 

between studies.  The numbers of reproducible peaks seem to converge on approximately 13,000 

sites in 5000–7000 mRNAs for m6A(85) (86, 87). Regarding pseudouridine, approximately 250 to 300 

sites have been mapped in yeast mRNA at single base resolution (80, 81), however overlap between 

these sites is only modest. In human, the reported number of mRNA pseudouridine sites varies 

widely from 96 in one study, 23 to 353 in a second, 22 and up to 2084 in a third study (80, 88).  For 

m1A, the first study identified 7,154 peaks in 4,151 coding genes, while the other identified 887 peaks 

in 600 genes (89-92), while another study reported only a handful of sites (93). It is therefore 

important to keep in mind that the number of identified Ds in mRNAs can vary depending on the 

methods used for mapping. Dihydrouridylated mRNAs derived from genes with conserved functions 

as it was estimated that 73% of these are conserved in vertebrates (24). Notably, several mRNAs 

encoding cytoskeleton-related proteins have been identified as D-containing transcripts. For 

instance, in S. pombe nda2 and nda3 encoding the α- and -tubulin are found to be a D-containing 

mRNAs presenting a single D at position 1133 in GDU valine codon and 586 in DCU serine codon, 

respectively (Figure 4D).  

Dihydrouridine synthase enzymes: structure-function relationship  

A large family of enzymes called dihydrouridine synthases (Dus) that uses flavin mononucleotide 

(FMN) as coenzyme catalyzes the synthesis of dihydrouridine in tRNAs (94), mRNAs and bacterial YrlA 

lncRNA. Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) serves as a reducing agent for 
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flavins. This family of flavoenzymes is classified into three major groups and eight subfamilies, all of 

which evolved by independent duplications of an ancestral gene (95). The first group found in 

prokaryotes includes three Dus (Dus A, B and C) while the second is eukaryotic and contains four 

different enzymes (Dus 1 to 4). Archaea has a single Dus and it characterizes the last group. The 

bacterial enzyme, DusB, is considered as the oldest enzyme while Dus3 could be the ancestral 

eukaryotic enzyme, from which the other Dus were derived by gene duplication starting with Dus2, 

then Dus1 and finally Dus4.   

Dihydrouridine site specificities 

One of the experimental evidences for the enzymatic introduction of D into RNAs comes from the 

work of Grosjean’s lab which systematically tested all enzymatic activities in cell-free yeast extract 

and showed formation of 11 of the 14 naturally occurring modifications present in mature yeast 

tRNAPhe
GAA, including D17, on a radioactive tRNA transcript (96). It was shown that D17 biosynthesis is 

insensitive to the presence of the intron since the modification reaction proceeds with the same 

efficiency in both the intron-free and intron-containing tRNAPhe precursor. Five years later, the first 

genes encoding yeast dihydrouridine synthases were discovered by screening the genomic library of 

S. cerevisiae GST-ORF proteins with pre-tRNAPhe substrate whose dihydrouridylated form carries both 

D16 and D17, and showed both in vivo and in vitro that Dus1 catalyzes D17 synthesis in several tRNAs 

(97). The complete characterization of the site specificity of the 4 existing Dus in S. cerevisiae could 

eventually be achieved by the same group using 3 complementary techniques, namely (i) 

determination of the molar ratio of dihydrouridine in purified tRNAs from different dus mutants; (ii) 

microarray analysis of a large number of tRNAs based on differential hybridization of uridine- and 

dihydrouridine-containing tRNAs to complementary oligonucleotides; and (iii) the primer extension 

analysis (56). These in vivo studies established that Dus1, Dus2, Dus3 and Dus4 are responsible for 

the synthesis of D16-D17, D20, D47, and D20a-D20b, respectively (Figure 4A & Table 2). 

Furthermore, the Dus proteins faithfully retain their specificity in the absence of the other Dus, 
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indicating that they have non-redundant activities. In parallel, Bishop et al. used comparative 

genomics and computational methods to identify members of the orthologous gene cluster, 

COG0042, annotated in protein sequence databases as ‘predicted TIM-barrel enzymes, possibly 

dehydrogenases, nifR3 family’ as genes encoding dihydrouridine synthase and identified three 

members of the COG0042 family in E. coli, named DusA, DusB, and DusC, which are responsible for 

introducing all D content into tRNAs and that DusA is likely the D20-catalyzing enzyme in tRNAfMet
2 

(98). Recently, we and others have contributed to unravel the specificity of Dus enzymes from 

several model organisms, including those in humans. In E. coli, DusA, DusB and DusC catalyze the 

formation of D20-D20a, D17 and D16, respectively (52, 98, 99). Thermus thermophilus harbors a 

single Dus, which is a homolog of DusA and has been shown to catalyze the formation of D20-D20a 

(100, 101). DusA is also responsible for the biosynthesis of D76 in the lncRNA YrlA of Salmonella 

typhimurium (102). Indeed, D is observed at position 76 in YrlA from S. typhimurium, which is a long 

non-coding RNA that attaches the Ro60 protein to the polynucleotide phosphorylase, thus targeting 

this exoribonuclease for degradation of structured RNAs. In M. capricolum, the single DusB 

introduces all D content present in tRNAs, namely D17, D20, D20a (53). In S. pombe and H. sapiens, 

the Dus enzymes share the same site specificities for tRNAs as those of S. cerevisiae (23, 24, 103). 

However, it was shown that all four Dus enzymes are involved in modifying both tRNA and mRNA and 

in the case of Dus3, mRNAs seem to be its predominant target (23, 24). It is plausible that Dus-

catalyzed mRNA dihydrouridylation is a conserved functional feature in eukaryotes, however no D 

residues were reported in S. cerevisiae mRNA (84). The involvement of Dus in the synthesis of D in 

both tRNA and mRNA is not unique as it has now been reported that most enzyme systems catalyzing 

mRNA marks are those involved in the modification of other RNAs, mainly tRNAs. The only known 

exception to date regards the biosynthesis of m6A in mRNA that is catalyzed by the dedicated 

METTL3/METTL4 complex (9). For example, NSUN2, the human SAM-dependent tRNA 

methyltransferase involved in the formation of m5C at positions 34, 48, 49, and 50 of tRNAs (104-

106), also mediates m5C synthesis in nearly 300 mRNAs (107). For comparison, the orthologous yeast 
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enzyme Trm4 catalyzes m5C formation at positions 34, 40, 48 or 49 depending on the tRNA (108). The 

S. cerevisiae several pseudouridine synthases demonstrate multisite substrate specificity, Pus1 

modifies tRNAs at multiple locations (109), as well as U2 snRNA (110), Pus4 forms a universally 

conserved ψ55 in tRNAs (111), but was also reported to modify mRNAs ((112, 113), while Pus7 

modifies U13 in several tRNAs, U35 in pre-tRNATyr, U35 in the small nuclear RNA U2, U50 in 5S rRNA 

(114, 115), and several U residues in mRNA (116). In human cells, the majority of cytoplasmic tRNAs 

carries the m1A58 modification catalyzed by the heterotetrameric TRMT61A/TRMT6 enzyme 

complex, which is also responsible for the m1A modification in mRNAs (93). 

Today, the enzymes responsible of D incorporation in rRNAs remain to be identified since in 

the case of D2449 present at the peptidyl transferase site in E. coli 23S, the deletion of the 3 bacterial 

Dus genes does not abolish its formation (24), suggesting that another class of dihydrouridine 

synthase specific to rRNAs must exist in this bacteria. Finally, the enzymes that introduce D into 

mitochondrial tRNAs also remain to be identified. However, it might be possible that the cytosolic 

Dus are also responsible for the biosynthesis of the corresponding D in mitochondria. This dual 

specificity is common for other tRNA modification enzymes such as pseudouridines synthases (111, 

117) or m5U54 tRNA methyltransferases (118). The mammalian Dus2 was indeed detected in 

mitochondria in a study aiming to create a mitochondrial compendium of 1098 genes and their 

protein expression across 14 mouse tissues (119).  

Table 2. Experimentally established specificities of dihydrouridine synthases 

Enzymes Organisms Substrate(s) Products in tRNA Refs    

DusA E. coli tRNA D20, D20a (52, 98)    

T. thermophilus tRNA D20, D20a (101)    

DusB E. coli tRNA D17 (52)    

 M. capricolum tRNA D17, D20, D20a (53)    
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DusC E. coli tRNA D16 (52, 99)    

Dus1 S. cerevisiae tRNA D16, D17 (56, 97)    

S. pombe tRNA, mRNA D16, D17 (24)    

H. sapiens tRNA, mRNA D16 (24)    

Dus2 S. cerevisiae tRNA D20 (56, 97)    

S. pombe tRNA, mRNA D20 (24)    

H. sapiens tRNA D20 (24, 103)    

Dus3 S. cerevisiae tRNA D47 (56)    

S. pombe tRNA, mRNA D47 (24)    

H. sapiens tRNA, mRNA D47 (23, 24)    

Dus4 S. cerevisiae tRNA D20a, D20b (56)    

S. pombe tRNA, mRNA D20a, D20b (24)    

H. sapiens tRNA D20a (24)    

 

Structural analysis of dihydrouridine synthases 

 The X-ray crystallographic structures of some Dus have defined a canonical fold for this 

family of enzymes (Figure 5). To date, the structures of the three bacterial Dus homologues, namely 

DusA from T. thermophilus, DusB and DusC from E. coli were solved (52, 99, 100, 120). However, the 

data are scarce for eukaryotic enzymes since only the structures of the isolated domains of human 

Dus2 (hDus2) recently solved by our group and that of Antson are available (Figure 5), seriously 

impeding our understanding on this subfamily of enzymes (103, 121). All Dus enzymes share a 

common catalytic N-terminal domain, which adopts a TIM-Barrel type fold. The latter carries an 

active site circumscribed within a solvent-accessible crevice providing a binding site for the FMN 

prosthetic group and uridine substrate. The catalytic domain is followed by a domain formed by four 

parallel helices organized in a bundle and which constitutes the helical domain (HD). Beyond these 
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domains, the canonical fold can accommodate additional domains that are added either on the N-

terminal end or on the C-terminal end or even both, but this concerns essentially eukaryotic Dus (95, 

98, 103). Obviously, this complex modularity could serve new biological purposes that do not exist in 

prokaryotic organisms, such as RNA substrate transport and localization, or specialization in the 

recognition of various RNA substrates, as is the case in yeast and human Dus involved in tRNA and 

mRNA modification.  

The structures of T. thermophilus DusA and E. coli DusC in complex with tRNAs have 

elucidated the molecular basis of tRNA substrate recognition by bacterial enzymes (Figure 6A & 6B) 

(99, 100). Here, the two canonical domains provide the platform for RNA recognition, and involve 

numerous ionic interactions, including positively charged residues (i.e. Lys, Arg) that interact 

specifically with bases, ribose and phosphate constituting the substrate backbone. The recognition 

mode actually differs depending on whether the enzyme is specific for U16 or U20. While the 

structure of both proteins is globally conserved, these enzymes access the target uridine by 

positioning their substrate tRNAs differently on their respective surfaces involving a 160° rotation 

from tRNA on DusC to that of DusA (Figure 6A &6B). DusA recognizes a more important portion of 

the tRNA than DusC does, in particular the anticodon stem that DusC does not bind.  Both enzymes 

recognize the elbow region, the D- stem-loop and the T-loop. In the case of DusA, the D and T-loops 

are recognized only by the TIM-Barrel domain while the D and anticodon stems are recognized by the 

HD. In contrast, in the case of DusC, the D-loop is recognized by both canonical domains while the D-

stem is recognized only by the TIM-Barrel domain and the HD recognizes the T-loop. In these 

complexes, the Dus enzymes appear to bind to tRNAs without disrupting the crucial interactions that 

maintain their tertiary structure. Thus, the tRNA elbow must be a quality control checkpoint that Dus 

scrutinizes before dihydrouridylation. Finally, the two enzymes flip their uridine substrate and stack it 

on the isoalloxazine to proceed with its reduction (see the mechanism of Dus in the next section). 
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We have recently shown that the recognition mechanism of the tRNA substrate by Homo 

sapiens Dus2 (hDus2 or Dus2L) is much more complex than that observed in bacterial enzymes 

(Figure 6) (122). Indeed, hDus2 has a structural insertion within the TIM-Barrel and an additional 

double stranded RNA binding domain (dsRBD) that is appended to the polypeptide just after the HD, 

both playing a role in tRNA recognition (Figure 5 & 6) (103, 122, 123). The dsRBD is a double-

stranded RNA (dsRNA) recognition module and is mainly found in proteins involved in mRNA 

transport, processing or editing (124-127). Our structures of the hDus2 dsRBD in complex with a 

dsRNA (Figure 6C), as well as in-depth investigations by site-directed mutagenesis, nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) and  small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) of the interaction of the dsRBD with human 

tRNALys
3 revealed how this domain binds to tRNA. Indeed, this domain has a particular mode of tRNA 

recognition involving, in addition to the well-known canonical interactions between dsRBDs and 

dsRNAs (ribose and phosphate recognition), specific interactions with RNA, i.e. hydrogen bonds 

between some residues of dsRBD and RNA bases. The model of the hDus2/tRNA complex showed 

that in addition to engaging the TIM-Barrel and to a lesser extent the HD, the dsRBD provides an 

important substrate recognition platform by binding to the long double-stranded region formed by 

the junction between the acceptor and T stems of tRNA (Figure 6D). Interestingly, we can infer that 

mammalian Dus2 encompasses almost the entire tRNA, where only the anticodon loop seems to be 

left out. Although we have no experimental data at this stage, we believe that the dsRBD may also be 

important for mRNA with dsRNAs structures recognition but this remains to be tested. For instance, 

the dsRBDs of adenosine deaminase ADAR2, which acts on mRNA to recode genomic information by 

the site-selective deamination of adenosine, binds to a stem-loop pre-mRNA encoding the R/G 

editing site of GluR-2 by recognizing the shape and sequence of the dsRNA (128). 

3D-models of human dihydrouridine synthases   

Recently a revolution in the world of structural biology has occurred with the arrival of 

artificial intelligence in the high precision prediction of 3D protein models generated by AlphaFold 
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(https://alphafold.ebi.ac.uk/) (129), opening a new area in protein modeling (129-131). This accuracy 

applies not only to the prediction of folding but also to the positioning of residues within active sites 

for example. By applying AlphaFold2, Tunyasuvunakool et al. markedly expand the structural 

coverage of the proteome at a scale that covers almost the entire human proteome (98.5% of human 

proteins) (132). They also provide some case studies to illustrate how high-quality predictions could 

be used to generate biological hypotheses. We have seized this unique opportunity to obtain 

accurate 3D models of the four human Dus as shown in Figure 7. The resulting models predict, as 

expected, the conservation of the canonical domains in all four human Dus with, however, some 

peculiarities that can be noted. For example, the beta-sheet inserted into the TIM-Barrel of hDus2 is 

absent in the other three enzymes, making it a unique feature of this enzyme subfamily. While the 

TIM-Barrel structure is largely maintained in all four Dus, Dus3 has an HD that is different from the 

others (see below for details). With the exception of Dus4, which has no additional domain, all the 

others have additional structural elements added to their respective canonical structures. Dus1 has 

an extension of 154 residues on the C-ter side, part of which forms three independent helices (368-

380, 412-423, and 432-448), while the remained sequence are organized into loops and unstructured 

regions. Regarding Dus2, the model is in perfect agreement with our structures wherein as indicated 

above, the HD is followed by the dsRBD. The protein ends with a predicted unfolded 50-amino acid 

extension, probably an intrinsically disordered region as we recently showed whose truncation does 

not abrogate tRNA dihydrouridylation (103). It should be noted that a structural genomics group has 

published in the PDB the solution structure of the isolated dsRBD domain of mouse Dus2 under the 

code 1WHN and annotated "Solution structure of the dsRBD from hypothetical protein BAB26260". 

In this NMR models, the long C-terminal extension is disordered likely due to the lack of restraints, a 

consequence of the intrinsic flexibility of this region (Figure 5). Dus3 is the enzyme that is clearly 

distinguished from the three others by the presence of several features that we list as follow: (i) it is 

the Dus orthologue with the largest size, with a polypeptide of 650 amino acids, i.e. twice as large as 

Dus4 for example; (ii) the enzyme has a much more complex modularity with the addition of several 

https://alphafold.ebi.ac.uk/
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structural elements that are appended to the N-terminal side of the sequence thereby extending 

several regions of the canonical domains in the 3D space. Specifically, residues 36-60 form a helix 

that flanks the HD, extending that domain to the right, while residues 211-236 adopt two helices that 

cover the TIM Barrel. An additional zinc finger domain (ZnD) is inserted between these structural 

elements and is positioned above the HD. A zinc finger is a small protein structural motif that is 

characterized by the coordination of one or more zinc ions (Zn2+) to stabilize the fold. However, 

despite the wide variety of these motifs, the vast majority typically functions as interaction modules 

that bind DNA or RNA and structural variations serve primarily to alter the binding specificity of a 

particular protein. In the case of hDus3, the ZnD carries a C161-X8-C171-X5-C178-X5-H183 motif, 

with perfect pre-organization of the Zn2+ binding site; as if the cysteines and histidine ligands were 

pre-oriented to readily coordinate the metal. (iii) Finally, the four helices of the HD no longer form 

the bundle that characterizes this domain, while it is interspersed with an insertion of about 20 

amino acids that form a large loop.  

All these structural features of eukaryotic Dus raise an important question: What exactly is 

the utility of having these extensions knowing that, for instance, Dus4 can obviously function only 

with the canonical architecture and counts tRNAs and mRNAs as well among its known substrates. 

These structural elements may play a functional role, such as cooperative participation with the 

canonical domains in substrate recognition, as we recently demonstrated for the dsRBD of hDus2 

(103, 122). In the case of the zinc finger of Dus3, the region of this domain that faces the HD bears a 

positive electrostatic surface suggesting its likely involvement in RNA binding. Thus, all these models 

offer interesting perspectives to evaluate in the future the role of these extensions and domains in 

the dihydrouridylation reactions of RNA substrates. 

Molecular mechanism of dihydrouridine biosynthesis and inhibition 

Chemical mechanism of the Dus-catalyzed dihydrouridylation 
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The chemical mechanism of Dus has been primarily elucidated through the study of yeast Dus2 (133), 

subsequently corroborated by crystallographic structures of several Dus active sites, including those 

obtained in complex with tRNA. Overall, the catalytic cycle of these enzymes is composed, like for 

most flavoenzymes, of a first reductive step that involves the reduction of FMN by the natural 

reductant followed by a second step that involves the oxidation of the reduced flavin by the second 

substrate (Figure 8A). The fast kinetic stopped-flow approach by Rider et al. showed that NADPH 

rapidly reduces FMN (2.5 s-1 at 4°C) to give rise to a flavin hydroquinone (133). We also showed, by 

monitoring the oxidase activity of hDus2, DusB from E. coli and M. capricolum, that these enzymes 

prefer NADPH to NADH. Although the latter may be a potential reductant, kinetic evidences argue 

against its utilization while strengthening general use of NADPH as the physiological substrate by all 

Dus enzymes (52, 53, 103). Only a structure in complex with NADPH will eventually identify potential 

residues involved in the physiological discrimination of the flavin reducing agent. The reduction of 

FMN to hydroquinone by NADPH occurs via a hydride transfer reaction and it was shown that Dus2 is 

specific for the proR hydrogen of NADPH (133) (Figure 8B). We propose that the form of 

hydroquinone produced in this reaction is FMNH- and not FMNH2 as previously proposed (100, 133). 

This is supported by the fact that all the Dus structures and models strictly conserves a lysine residue 

(K147, K155, K435, K158, K132, K139 in hDus1, hDus2, hDus3, hDus4, T. thermophilus DusA, E. coli 

DusC, respectively) in their active sites that faces the N1-isoalloxazine and that is perfectly poised to 

stabilize the eventual negative charge built on this flavin nitrogen via hydrogen bonding (Figure 8C & 

9A). Confirmation of its importance in the biosynthesis of D was evidenced by its replacement by an 

alanine in E. coli DusA causing a collapse of D-level in a triple-Dus E. coli strain complemented with 

dusA-K153A mutant compared to the same strain complemented with a wild-type dusA (134). 

Another strictly conserved active site residue, namely a glutamine (Q79, Q87, Q365, Q87, Q63, Q68 

in hDus1, hDus2, hDus3, hDus4, T. thermophilus DusA, E. coli DusC, respectively), engages two H-

bond with C2=O and N3H of FMN, to assist in the stabilization of FMNH-(Figure 8C & 9A). Thus, this 

structural information implies that FMNH- is likely to be the RNA reducing entity. The structure of 
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bacterial Dus in complex with tRNA and that of hDus2 also reveal that there is not enough space to 

accommodate both NADPH and the target uridine at the same time. Hence, after the reduction of 

FMN by NADPH, the first product of the reaction, namely NADP+, will have to leave the active site to 

allow the accommodation of the second substrate, which is consistent with a ping-pong type 

enzymatic mechanism. In a second step, FMNH- transfers its hydride to the pyrimidine substrate 

uridine at C6 followed by a subsequent protonation step at C5 breaking eventually the unsaturation 

character of the base (Figure 9B) (133). A conserved cysteine in Dus acts as a general acid in the 

protonation step (C108, C116, C396, C116, C93, and C98 in hDus1, hDus2, hDus3, hDus4, T. 

thermophilus DusA, E. coli DusC, respectively) (Figure 8C & 9A & 9B). This redox mechanism is 

validated by the structures of T. thermophilus DusA:tRNAphe and E. coli DusC:tRNAphe complexes 

(99, 100) where we clearly distinguish the substrate uridines stacked against the si-face of the 

isoalloxazine with their C5 pointing within 3.5 angstroms of the hydride donor, i.e. the N5-FMN 

(Figure 9A). This productive orientation of uracil is firmly maintained by 2 hydrogen bonds between, 

on the one hand the C2=O of the pyrimidine with the side chain of a polar amino acid (R178 and Y176 

for DusA and DusC, respectively) and, on the other hand between the C4=O of uracil and the side 

chain of an asparagine strictly conserved in Dus (Figure 9A). It is worth mentioning that similar 

mechanisms are also observed in dihydropyrimidine and dihydroorotate dehydrogenases, both of 

which share a TIM-Barrel catalytic domain homologous to that of Dus enzymes (98, 135, 136). 

Dihydrouridylation and modifications interdependence 

Remarkably, the study by Rider et al. showed that the rate of U20 reduction by Dus2 is 

dependent on the presence of other modifications (133). Indeed, U20 of yeast tRNALeu is reduced 600 

times faster when the substrate is matured, i.e. it bears all its modifications. Similarly, we have 

shown that the dihydrouridylation activity of hDus2 is more efficient on modified bulk tRNAs than on 

naked transcripts (103). This functional behavior does not seem to be a peculiarity of the fungal and 

mammalian enzymes because T. thermophilus DusA also behaves in the same way. These studies 
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raise the possibility of modification interdependencies that may translate into a precise order in the 

biosynthesis of certain modifications and D20 could be among those that appear late in the 

maturation pathway. In this context, Barraud et al. have ingeniously developed a recent 

methodology allowing them to follow the maturation of labeled tRNAPhe in yeast cell extracts using 

time-resolved NMR (137). Remarkably, they observed that modifications are introduced in a 

predefined sequential order and that this timing seems to be controlled by interdependencies 

between modification elements. Among these events, the introduction of D by Dus1 occurs after the 

biosynthesis of 55 and m5U54 in the T-arm. While D has a beneficial effect on the biosynthesis of 

m1A58 in the T-arm, it is shown to have a negative effect on the introduction of m2G10 in the D-arm, 

revealing a complex connected circuit that could be specific to each tRNA or even each isoacceptors. 

It is important to mention that such hierarchical circuits not only concern tRNA core modifications 

but are quite frequent for modifications affecting the anticodon loop region. In these cases, the 

modification circuits can enhance the specificity of the modification enzymes by using the first 

modification in the circuit as an additional recognition identity factor for the following modification 

(75). Nevertheless, beyond this concept, the structures of Dus/tRNA complexes may indeed provide 

convincing rationale for these phenomena at least for D biosynthesis. As previously noted, 

dihydrouridylation appears to require the architectural integrity of the tRNA elbow, so it is quite 

logical to expect that any modification that stabilizes tRNA tertiary interactions would have a direct 

positive impact on the efficiency of D biosynthesis. Interestingly, Cavaille et al. observed that D20 

biosynthesis in tRNA incubated in yeast cell-free extracts is completely abolished in tRNA mono-

mutants affecting substrate architecture (G18C, G19C, C56G) (138). Consistent with this analysis, D is 

introduced after isomerization of U55 and methylation of U54, both of which are known to stabilize 

the elbow structure. It will therefore be interesting to validate this hypothesis by determining the 

dihydrouridylation activity on tRNAs lacking these two modifications.    

Activity-based inhibition of dihydrouridine synthases 
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Dai et al. recently developed a chemo-proteomic strategy based on an RNA-mediated protein 

profiling approach to map the in vivo interactions existing in human cells between C5-pyrimidine-

RNA methyltransferases and mRNAs by directly feeding the living cells with 5-fluorocytidine (5FC) or 

5-fluorouridine (5FU), both analogues of C or U, respectively (23). The principle is to use these 

fluorinated nucleotides as baits, thanks to their potential incorporation into RNA especially at the 

sites targeted by these enzymes, and to generate dead-end enzyme/substrate covalent complexes 

formed during catalysis. This strategy has been widely used in vitro to trap covalent complexes 

between C5-pyrimidine-RNA methyltransferases and miniRNAs containing fluorinated substrate 

analogues with a fluorine atom at the C5 of the target pyrimidines during reaction with the natural 

carbon donor (S-adenosylmethionine for SAM-dependent m5C or m5U methyltransferases, and 5-

methylenetetrahydrofolate for folate-dependent m5U methyltransferases) (139-142). The 

mechanistic principle was established a long time ago and consists of an activity-based inhibition. 

Like all C5-pyrimidine methyltransferases, the catalytic mechanism requires, as a first step, pre-

activation of the base by addition of a cysteine present in the active site to the C6 carbon via a 

nucleophilic attack (Mickael’s addition type of reaction). This leads to a transient enolate with an 

activated C5. The latter then attacks the methyl donor allowing the transfer of the methyl group onto 

the RNA. Finally, labile H5 proton abstraction by a base residue triggers beta-elimination and 

dissociation of the RNA from the protein. However, when F, Br or I replaces the H5, as the general 

base cannot abstract the halogen atom the covalent RNA-Enzyme species is the final stable product. 

This method has unexpectedly led to the capture of an mRNA-hDus3 covalent complex (23). This 

cross-linking was not observed when the potential general acid in the dihydrouridylation mechanism, 

namely C396, was replaced by an alanine suggesting that in the presence of a 5-halodihydrouridine, 

this residue likely becomes a reactive nucleophile. An activity based mechanism for this Dus-RNA 

trapping can be formulated as proposed in Figure 9C, which is in theory a strategy applicable to all 

Dus. (i) Reduction of FMN to FMNH- by NADPH, (ii) hydride transfer from FMNH- to C6 of 5FU, (iii) 

protonation of C5 by the conserved cysteine and formation of 5-fluorodihydrouridine (5FD), (iv) 
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formation of the covalent bond between cysteine and dihydrouridine by nucleophilic substitution of 

fluorine leading to an RNA-Dus adduct.   

Dihydrouridine and biological implications 

Biological D-relevance in RNA folding and architectural stability  

The relevance of D in the conformational dynamics of RNAs was established early on by 

structural approaches (see previous sections). On the other hand, this function took on its full 

biological meaning when MacCloskey analyzed the quantitative composition of post-transcriptional 

modifications in tRNAs isolated from psychrophilic organisms having the capacity to grow under 

extremely low temperatures ranging from -5°C to 12°C (26, 27). These organisms have implemented 

evolutionary strategies to counteract the restriction of molecular mobility and to maintain a form of 

resilience in the face of low temperature by incorporating into their biomolecule, biochemical 

components that have the capacity to maintain molecular flexibility. Among these compounds, the 

observed high incorporation of unsaturated fatty acids in the lipid bilayers tends to fluidity the cell 

membranes while the limitation of hydrophobic clusters or salt bridges, known for their stabilizing 

effect on proteins. Similarly, these organisms show much less post-transcriptional modifications in 

their tRNAs, although they retain some of them such as pseudouridine, m5U, and m7G at normal 

levels. In dramatic contrast, D levels are found to be between 40 and 70% higher than those found in 

mesophilic organisms, such as E. coli. Thus, these biological data together with structural information 

corroborate the role of D in promoting the local fluctuation and mobility of nucleic acids. 

Depletion of D by deletion of dus genes does not cause significant defects in growth 

phenotype of model organisms such as eubacteria T. thermophilus (101), E. coli (98) or S. cerevisiae 

(56). Similarly, in the absence of identified enzyme catalyzing rRNA dihydrouridine synthesis, 

O’Connor et al. removed D2449 and evaluated its effect on E. coli physiology and ribosome function 

by direct mutation of U2449 to C2449. The results obtained in this study pointed out that ribosomal 

D2449 is dispensable to the cell (143). These results are not surprising by themselves because many 
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so-called "non-essential" modifications, which are located mainly in the body of the RNA molecule, 

produce only minor phenotypic impact following their removal. On the contrary, this phenomenon 

makes sense given the fact that these modifications are part of an interconnected network where 

compensation phenomena, or functional redundancy, may occur. The biological relay of these 

modifications becomes relevant when this network is disturbed under particular stressing events or 

beyond the simple loss of a single modification. It is in this context that Phizicky uncovers the 

importance of D in combination with m7G46 in yeast tRNAVal
AAC (144). Indeed, the double mutants 

dus/trm8, and particularly dus3/trm8 produce severe growth defects. Molecular analysis has 

revealed that this growth defect coincides with a rapid decrease at the steady-state level of the pool 

of this tRNA via its rapid intracellular degradation, which approaches the degradation rates of 

mRNAs. Hence, by maintaining the functional folding of RNAs in cooperation with its relatives, D acts 

as a kind of quality control mark for RNAs. 

Dihydrouridine and protein translation  

Finet et al. recently showed that D has a critical role in the control of cell cytoskeleton dynamics in S. 

pombe via its presence in a codon of the nda2 and nda3 mRNAs encoding alpha and beta-tubulin, 

respectively (24). The absence of D in these mRNAs, obtained either by deletion of Dus3 or by 

replacement of D by C using mutagenesis, leads to the same result, namely a cell growth defect 

observed in the presence of the depolymerized tubulin drug 2-(4-thiazolyl)benzimidazole. This 

growth defect appears to be attributed to a meiosis problem caused by an excess of tubulin. Here, 

the function of D is to slow down the translation rate of the alpha and beta tubulin genes to allow a 

controlled accumulation of the alpha/beta-tubulin pool compatible with functional concentrations 

preventing any imbalance of these components, which is known to be detrimental to cell’s life. 

Conversely, the absence of D provokes overexpression of these cytoskeleton proteins, which 

ultimately leads to altered chromosome segregation and reduced gamete viability. D in the human 

transcriptome seems to have an opposite behavior on translation since it has been shown that its 
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absence obtained via hDus3 deletion impairs translational efficiency leading to a strong decrease in 

cell viability (23). We speculate that D could therefore be considered as a key mark in the control of 

the translational homeostasis of certain genes. 

Implication of dihydrouridine and Dus enzymes in cancers 

Because of their importance in translation, defects in post-transcriptional RNA modifications and in 

enzymes that catalyze them are often associated with severe human diseases (145-151). Situations 

where an over-representation of certain modifications can also occur in some cancers, however, the 

molecular mechanisms that link aberrant RNA modifications to human diseases are largely unknown. 

The case of overexpression of modifying enzymes in some cancers can also be observed(145). Both 

types of situation are observed in some cancers for the case of dihydrouridine, i.e. (i) increased D 

content, (ii) overexpression of Dus (see below) and (iii) Dus activity (specific or not). However, the 

link between (i), (ii), and (iii) has never been established and therefore it cannot be concluded 

whether there is a correlation between overexpression of the enzyme and increased tRNA 

dihydrouridylation activity. 

(i) Increase of D levels 

 Kuchino & Borek reported in the late 1970s excessively abnormal levels of D, together with m5C, in 

tumor-specific phenylalanine tRNA isolated from Novikoff hepatoma and Ehrlich ascites cancerous 

tissues (152). These pathogenic tissues showed an increase in D content of up to 50% compared to 

healthy tissues. Most of the subsequent work focused only on the observed increased methylation 

yet the increase in D levels raises interesting questions that are yet to be addressed. Of note, human 

tRNAPhe
GmAA has three D residues at positions 16, 17 and 47 on its sequence (1). Given this 

information, one can ask whether U16, U17 and U47 are fully modified in tRNAs from healthy cells, 

and if not, this could possibly suggest that the increase in D content observed in tumorigenic tissue is 

the result of complete dihydrouridylation of vacant D-sites as it was known that D modification is 

rarely stoichiometric (153).  
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(i) Dus overexpression 

By using screening for up-regulated genes in cancer cells based on genetic information obtained on 

cDNA microarrays, combined with high-throughput screening of their effects on cell growth, Kato et 

al. found that hDus2 is frequently overexpressed in clinical lung cancer samples and non-small lung 

cancer cell lines, and that the overexpressed hDus2 is necessary for survival/growth of lung cancer 

cells (154). The contribution of hDus2 to lung carcinogenesis was revealed using siRNA to suppress 

hDus2 expression, showing a reduced dihydrouridylation of total RNA and a growth suppression of 

these pathogenic cells. However, it is important to note that this observation does not mean that 

Dus2 activity is per se responsible for tumor activity since it is expected that the decrease in hDus2 

biosynthesis by siRNA would decrease its physiological activity, i.e. D20 biosynthesis (see below). 

Specific interaction of hDus2 with cellular partner has also been documented. Using 

immunoprecipitations assays, a multifunctional glutamyl-prolyl-tRNA synthetase, which catalyzes the 

aminoacylation of glutamic acid and proline tRNA species, has been found to interact with hDus2 

(154), but the exact function of such an interaction is still obscure. Mittelstadt et al. also reported the 

capacity of hDus2 to interact with other cellular partner, namely protein kinase R (PKR) and 

Interferon-inducible double-stranded RNA-dependent protein kinase activator A (PACT), using yeast 

two-hybrid screen and immunoprecipitation assays (155). The interferon-induced, dsRNA-activated 

protein kinase PKR, a serine/threonine kinase, is a major mediator of the antiproliferative and 

antiviral actions of interferon (IFN) (156-158). Although induced at the transcriptional level by IFNs, 

PKR is present at a low, basal level in most cell types until it binds to its activators, including the 

protein activator PACT. Once activated, PKR phosphorylates eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 

(eIF2α) leading to an inhibition of protein synthesis. Binding of hDus2 to PKR resulted in an inhibition 

of PKR activity both in vitro as well as in mammalian cells. Moreover, overexpression of hDus2 seems 

to inhibit stress-induced apoptosis indicating that it acts as an important negative regulator of PKR 

activity in cells (155). How hDus2 enhance the rate of translation is not clear but inhibition of eIF2α 

phosphorylation brought about by activated PKR could be a possibility for efficient translation.  
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 Recent advances in transcriptome sequencing have facilitated identification of novel fusion 

transcripts in human gastric cancer, including a Dus4-Bcap29 fusion transcript present in most of the 

analyzed gastric cancer tissues (159), Bcap29 being a B-cell receptor associated protein (160). Dus4-

Bcap29 fusion transcript exists also in a variety of normal tissues notably in noncancerous epithelial 

and fibroblast cell lines (161, 162). Suppression of the highly expressed Dus4-Bcap29 transcript 

without affecting expression of Dus4 stopped cell proliferation while a siRNA specifically targeting 

Dus4 did not. Induced overexpression of this transcript in SNU-638 cell lines promotes cell 

proliferation in a time-dependent manner suggesting that the Dus4-Bcap29 is tumorigenic in gastric 

cancer.  

(iii) Dihydrouridylation 

As mentioned above, there has never been a clear link between RNA dihydrouridylation activity and 

the possibility of leading to tumor processes. However, we would like to discuss this aspect, even if it 

is more speculation than established evidence.  Human Dus2 protein appears to impact translation 

efficiency since in vitro rabbit-reticulocyte lysate system increased protein production in the 

presence of hDus2, reminiscent of the recent results by Dai et al. showing that hDus3 is important for 

translational efficiency (22). This impact on translation has not been rationalized. In that respect, an 

action on mRNA is not excluded given the presence of D in mRNAs and their effect on the regulation 

of certain genes, including those involved in the cytoskeleton have been confirmed. Hence, the 

increase of dihydrouridylation activity in the transcriptome could also target mRNAs providing 

additional tricks used by cancer cells to stimulate protein translation and thereby their cellular 

metabolism. Another reasonable explanation that we propose here is that additional D sites could 

appear at non-canonical positions due to, for example, non-specific Dus activity. This nonspecific 

activity could occur during protein overexpression events, as is often the case in cancer cells (see 

below). On closer inspection, the sequence of the Dus4 transcript includes residues 1 to 237 of the 

protein, which corresponds to the majority of the TIM-barrel deleted from its last beta-strand based 
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on our hDus4 3D-model (Figure 7). In our opinion, this form of Dus4 is certainly non-functional 

especially in the absence of its HD domain. We can therefore legitimately think that Dus4-Bcpa29 is 

devoid of RNA dihydrouridylation function thus excluding in that specific case the involvement of Dus 

activity in the tumorigenic process. However, the dihydrouridylation activity of Dus in general and of 

Dus4 in particular could obviously be relevant in other types of cancer, in particular in lung cancer. 

Indeed, a recent study has proven the tumorigenic role of hDus4 in lung cancers (163). Overall, 

special attention should be given to a more detailed examination of the relevance of D in cancer 

biology in the future.   

Conclusion 

This is the first comprehensive review devoted to dihydrouridine in the transcriptome in which we 

have addressed all aspects related to its physicochemical and structural properties, its distribution in 

the transcriptome as well as its biosynthesis and functional and pathological implications. Although 

in our opinion we are just beginning to glimpse its potential biological role in protein translation, 

there are still many unknowns that will need to be addressed in the future. It is undeniable that this 

modified base carries a structural attribute by preventing and/or promoting the formation of certain 

RNA folds. The consequences are specific to the nature of the substrate since D seems to stabilize 

tRNAs whereas it destabilizes dsRNAs. This point needs to be further investigated, in particular by 

trying to apply it to specific mRNA sequences that have been identified as carrying this modification. 

Beyond its structuring role and its impact on translation, it is quite legitimate to wonder whether D 

could fulfill other potential functions as a local identity element for yet-to-be-discovered cellular 

partners as is already the case for other types of modifications. But to better appreciate the 

importance of this modified base, more precise mapping of D in the transcriptome wide is required, 

which will require breaking through common roadblocks imposed by large sequencing techniques. 

Although the recent Rho-seq technique is an obvious advance in the field since it does not rely on the 

generation of abasic sites but on a specific tagging of the D-base, there is still room to improve this 
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method. For example demethylation steps of the RNA sample by treatment with AlkB demethylases 

could be introduced to remove m6A, m1A and m5C. Finally, we would like to emphasize that this 

review has highlighted the extent of what remains to be accomplished to fully understand the 

enzymology of D synthesis. Certainly, the enzymes of Dus have been identified and their site 

specificity determined, the full understanding of nucleotide level determinants beyond elbow 

integrity for tRNA substrates at least is yet to be determined, particularly for eukaryotic enzymes that 

target both tRNAs and mRNAs. Besides, the fact that mRNA-modifying enzymes usually also have 

tRNA as a substrate, as is the case for Dus, seriously complicates the interpretation of genetic 

targeting, encouraging us to elucidate the molecular basis behind the substrate discrimination of 

these enzymes. Likewise, the complex modularity of eukaryotic Dus enzymes needs to be better 

characterized and AlphaFold can help us considerably in that endeavor. Have these eukaryotic 

specific domains been acquired during evolution for functional purposes of recognition, substrate 

discrimination, transport, cellular localization, are questions begging for answers. These points will 

certainly be substantial to advance our understanding of the role of D and its enzymes in 

carcinogenic mechanisms. Finally, the abundance of D in tRNAs and more recently in mRNAs should 

not make us forget rRNAs, certainly the least understood dihydrouridylation substrates. The fact that 

bona fide Dus enzymes do not appear to be involved in D biosynthesis in rRNAs suggests that a 

fascinating new enzyme system for D biosynthesis exists in nature and is just waiting to be brought to 

light.   
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Figure 1: Chemical structure of some modified nucleosides found in different types of RNAs. The 
modification made to the canonical base or ribose is indicated in red. The chemical structure of 
dihydrouridine (D) is boxed and the atom numbering of the base is also indicated. The acronym of 
the modifications is indicated under the corresponding modified nucleoside. 
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Figure 2: X-ray structures of three matured yeast tRNAs. The full-length tRNA structures Phe, Asp, 
and Met initiator are shown on the left side in gray, cyan, and pink colored cartoons, respectively. 
The pdb codes used are 1EVV, 3TRA and 1YFG for tRNAPhe, tRNAAsp and tRNAMet

i
 , respectively. On the 

right side, the D-residues found in each of the tRNAs are represented in stick in its corresponding 
color. Nucleotide involved in tertiary interactions that are highly conserved in cytosolic tRNAs, 

including the Hoogsteen-reverse base pair T54-A58, the interloop base pairs G18-55, G19-C56, and 
the stack of four mutually interspersed purine bases, A58-G18-A/G57-G19 are shown in tRNAPhe. 
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Figure 3: Strategy of chemical labeling of D sites with rhodamine. Reduction of D by NaBH4 in basic 
condition leads to the opening of the pyrimidine ring and to a labeling of the ribose by elimination of 
the ureidopropanal moiety. On the other hand, reduction under acidic conditions produces the 
tetrahydrouridine which is directly labeled by replacement of its C4-hydroxyl group. 
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Figure 4: Distribution of D in the transcriptome. (A) Secondary tRNA structure showing the position 
of D residues observed in S. cerevisiae tRNAs. The Dus enzymes responsible for biosynthesis are also 
shown next to the D residues in parentheses. (B) E. coli 23S rRNA sequence showing the position of 
the unique dihydrouridine (D2449). The 23S subunit of bacterial rRNAs located at the 
peptidyltransferase center of the ribosome. Uridine 2500 is an unmodified uridine in E. coli whereas 
in C. sporogenes this uridine is modified to dihydrouridine, D2500.  (C) Pie chart showing the 
distribution of D in the S. pombe transcriptome within tRNAs and mRNAs. (D) Putative Dus-catalyzed 
dihydrouridylated mRNAs carrying either 3 D-sites as ala1 and fhn1 or one as nda2. In the case of 
nda2, the sequence part of the mRNA shows the putative stem-loop structure containing the D1133 
catalyzed by the enzyme Dus3. 
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Figure 5: Crystallographic structures of bacterial and human Dus. The TIM-barrel, HD, and dsRBD 
domains are colored in deep-teal, purple, and olive, respectively. The prosthetic group, FMN, is in 
yellow stick. In pink is the inserted domain found in hDus2. Inset is the putative mouse Dus2 dsRBD 
whose structure was resolved by NMR and annotated in the PDB as dsRBD from hypothetical protein 
BAB26260. This solution structure shows extensions in N-terminal (Nt) and C-terminal (Ct) regions. 
The pdb codes used are 3B0P, 6EI9, 4BFA, 4WFS, 4WFT and 1WFN for T. thermophilus DusA, E. coli 
DusB, E. coli DusC, the canonical domains of hDus2, the dsRBD of hDus2, the dsRBD of BAB26260 
protein, respectively. Below the crystallographic structure of hDus2 is shown the diagram of the 
modular organization of this enzyme as well as the delimitation of the respective domains. 
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Figure 6: Molecular basis of tRNA substrate recognition by T. thermophilus DusA, E. coli DusC and 
human Dus2. The protein/RNA complexes, namely T. thermophilus DusA:tRNAphe (A), E. coli 
DusC:tRNAPhe (B) and hDus2 dsRBD:dsRNA (C) are crystallographic structures whose PDB codes are 
3B0V, 4YCO and 5OC6, respectively. (D) Molecular model of the hDus2:tRNA complex generated as 
described in Bou-nader et al. (122). 
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Figure 7: 3D-models of human Dus generated by Alpha-fold. The architectural organization and the 
delimitation of the domains are indicated under each corresponding Dus model. 
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Figure 8: Chemical mechanism of D synthesis catalyzed by Dus. (A) General reaction scheme of the 
Dus catalytic cycle. (B) Proposed stereo-chemical mechanism of flavin reduction of Dus by NADPH. 
(C) Sections of the active sites of human Dus obtained from Alpha fold protein models. The FMN 
coenzyme is represented in yellow ball-sticks  
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Figure 9: Proposed chemical mechanism of D biosynthesis and activity-based inhibition of Dus. (A) 
Focus on the active site of T. thermophilus DusA and E. coli DusC in complex with their respective 
tRNA substrates. The FMN is represented in yellow ball-sticks while the uridines are in white ball-
sticks. (B) Postulated chemical mechanism of Dus enzymes.  (C) Postulated chemical mechanism for 
the activity-based inhibition of Dus via formation of a covalent Dus/RNA complex in the presence of 
fluorinated uridine.   
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